Capt. Abraham Hart Is Thrown From Car; Seriously Injured

Capt. Abraham Hart, Who Was Seriously Injured by a Fall from a Street Car Today.

Hurl to Pavement as Sharp Turn Is Made at Corner.

Operation to Relieve Pressure on the Brain. Recovery Doubtful.

Anacostia Road Sued for $5,000 By Realty Broker

Anacostia Road is accused of being responsible for a fire that caused extensive damage to a house and its contents. The lawsuit claims that the road's negligence led to the fire, which caused $5,000 worth of damage. The case is being handled by a local real estate broker.

Capt. Abraham Hart Is Thrown From Car; Seriously Injured

Capt. Abraham Hart, a well-known soldier, was thrown from a streetcar and is seriously injured. He was taken to the hospital where doctors are performing surgery to relieve pressure on his brain. The operation is said to be risky, and there are doubts about his chances of recovery.

Carkins Fell Defending Sister, Paul Roy's Wife Tells Detective

Carkins Fell Defending Sister, Paul Roy's Wife Tells Detective

Carkins Fell Defending Sister, Paul Roy's Wife Tells Detective

Error in Belt of U.S. Ships, Asserts Hill

Errors in the construction of belt ships have been reported, and the Senate Naval Committee of Construction of Battle-ships has been called to investigate. The investigation has revealed that the belt ships are not as strong as advertised, and there are concerns about their ability to withstand enemy fire.

Grosby S. Noyes Is Laid to Rest As Many Mourn

Impressive Services Mark Funeral of Veteran Editor Today.

Grosby S. Noyes, a prominent editor, passed away today. His funeral was attended by many mourners, and an impressive service was held to mark his passing. Noyes was known for his contributions to the field of journalism and was a respected figure in the community.

Error in Belt

Errors in the construction of belt ships have been reported, and the Senate Naval Committee of Construction of Battle-ships has been called to investigate. The investigation has revealed that the belt ships are not as strong as advertised, and there are concerns about their ability to withstand enemy fire.

Another Bomb Kills Two More in Shah's City

Beloved Outrage Was Planned and That Infernal Machine Exploded Accidentally.

Many suspects arrested following the attempt yesterday to assassinate the Persian ruler.

Thrower of Bomb in Buenos Aires Thought Insane

Singer Is Said to Have Chained Husband Fired on Her in Quarrel, Brother Chased Roy Downstairs and Woman Fleed to Mother

Singer is said to have chained her husband in a fit of rage, and he was chased down the stairs by her brother. The woman fled to her mother's house for safety.

Gas Reduction Object of Bill Offered House

District Should Have 90-Cent Gas, Representative Cly Thrust.

This amendment is growing in popularity. For a reduction in the price of gas, a committee of 90-cent gas supporters has been formed, and there is much excitement among those who believe gas should be cheaper.

Mrs. Hufty Drops Suit for Support Against Husband

Publicity said to have brought about compromise.

Persian Diplomat Told of Attempt To Murder Shah

An attempt to murder the Shah was foiled by the Persians, and the diplomat was arrested. The Shah is said to be safe, and there is no sign of a plot.

What Congress Did

In the Senate, debate continues on the national budget, and there are signs of a compromise on some key issues. The House is working on legislation related to the economy, and there is a sense of urgency to pass important bills before the session ends.

ENGLISH INVENTOR FINDS WAY TO CHEAPER LIGHTS

London, Feb. 28-The ingenious idea of an English inventor has resulted in a cheaper source of light. The device is said to be a revolution in lighting, and there is much excitement about its potential.

Anatole France, French commentator, has written an admirably stirring article for the French newspaper Le Matin, saying that the new invention is a fitting tribute to the work of the Englishman.

THE WEATHER REPORT

The weather continues to be pleasant and mild, and there are no signs of a change in the near future. The temperature is expected to remain moderate, and there is a chance of light rain in some areas.
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